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Decoding the Major Challenges of the Insolvency 
and Bankruptcy Code, 2016

T he introduction of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 2016 (IBC) is a landmark 
step in the history of our country’s Banking Credit culture. Before the enforcement 

of IBC, several legislations were implemented to handle diverse aspects of corporate 
revival/insolvency process. All stakeholders had clamored for the need to introduce a 
single legal framework that would address the emerging issues pertaining to insolvency 
and expedite recovery of dues. The IBC 2016 addressed all these concerns and 
manifested significant structural changes. It is a comprehensive law that offered time 
bound solution to revive a company under stress with a mechanism to  hasten the 

liquidation process in case of  its non-revival. Aiming towards addressing the interests of 
all stakeholders, the Act has been created on grounds of equity, asset-maximisation and 
promoting entrepreneurial spirit. 

The IBC Code was prepared pursuant to great deliberation and thought process over the 
past decade culminating in the report of the Bankruptcy Reform Law Committee prepared  
by Dr. T K Vishwanathan finalized in November 2015.  Given below is a brief extract of 
the report highlighting the major objectives behind the Act. 

“The existing framework for insolvency and bankruptcy is inadequate, ineffective and 
results in undue delays in resolution, therefore, the proposed legislation. The objective of 
the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2015 is to consolidate and amend the laws relating 
to reorganization and insolvency resolution of corporate persons, partnership firms and 
individuals in a time bound manner for maximization of value of assets of such persons, 
to promote entrepreneurship, availability of credit and balance the interests of all the 
stakeholders including alteration in the priority of payment of government dues and to 
establish an Insolvency and Bankruptcy Fund, and matters connected therewith or 
incidental thereto. An effective legal framework for timely resolution of insolvency and 
bankruptcy would support development of credit markets and encourage entrepreneurship. 
It would also improve Ease of Doing Business, and facilitate more investments leading to 
higher economic growth and development”.

As per the World Bank data, insolvency resolution in India took 4.3 years on an average, 
which was much higher when compared with the United Kingdom (1 year), USA (1.5 
years) and South Africa (2 years). The World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index, 
2015, ranked India as country number 136 out of total 190 countries on the ease of 
resolving insolvency based on various indicia. Among several requisites of an effective 
insolvency regime, recovery is one of the most important parameters at 25.7 cents per 
dollar. India is ahead of only Brazil among BRICS nation. This has been a sense of great 
concern to the present Government. Introduction of IBC is a remedial stop targeted to 
improve the ranking of the country.

The ballooning Non-performing assets (NPAs) in the balance sheets of the top PSU 
banks also hastened the introduction of the IBC 2016. Total NPAs of the country’s 

By implementing a time-bound resolution process that hopes to optimize 
the value of a distressed business, IBC has been designed to benefit the 
interests of everyone connected with the Corporate. It has helped revive 
the general economic investment sentiment of the nation. There has 
been a marked increase in FDI across various sectors of the economy 
with numerous new announcements in  Stressed Assets space by Global 
& Domestic PE Funds over past few months.
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banking system stand at over INR 8 trillion of which INR 6 
trillion, (accounting for 75%) are with public sector banks. The 
gross NPA (GNPA) ratio of the banking system stood at 9.6 per 
cent and the stressed advances ratio at 12 per cent, as of 
March 31, 2017 as per RBI data. These numbers on the back 
of persistently high ratios in the past few years has been, a 
matter of huge concern to RBI. 86.5 per cent of these GNPAs 
are accounted for by large borrowers (i.e. borrowers with 
aggregate exposure of INR 5 crores and above). The Reserve 
Bank of India identified twelve large corporate accounts totaling 
approximately INR 2,53,700 crores (i.e. borrowers with 
aggregate exposure of Fund and non-based limits in excess of 
INR 5,000 crores and above) for action, earlier this year. These 
cases account for about 25% of the current GNPAs of the 
banking system. This is the first batch of 60 delinquencies RBI 
wants to clean up in a time span of 90 days. Reports suggest 
that RBI has come up with the second list of 35-40 Defaulters, 
having a GNPA in excess of approximately INR 2,00,000 
crores. Directives have been issued to the Banks to either seek 
remedy under any of the existing revival schemes or to usher 
these under IBC. Together with the first lot the shortlisted cases 
account for 60-65% of the bad loans clogging the banking 
system. 

By implementing a time-bound resolution process that hopes to 
optimize the value of a distressed business, IBC has been 
designed to benefit the interests of everyone connected with the 
Corporate. It has helped revive the general economic investment 
sentiment of the nation. There has been a marked increase in 
FDI across various sectors of the economy with numerous new 
announcements in  Stressed Assets space by Global & 
Domestic PE Funds over past few months.

The principal player in the IBC has been, the National Company 
Law Tribunal (NCLT). It has  ensured the effective monitoring of  
the Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP). The 
NCLT has also played a critical role in overcoming preliminary 
hurdles and has managed harmonious cooperation by all 
stakeholders.   

A concern related to the NCLT is regarding the case law/
jurisprudence that develops under the IBC. The lawyers, 
valuers, creditors, debtors, auditors, liquidators are emerging 
out of the old regime governed by the Companies Act 1956, the 

Sick Industrial Companies Act 1985 (SICA), the Securitization 
and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of 
Security Interest Act, 2002 (SARFAESI) and the like to get a 
grip on the IBC 2016. The institutional infrastructure is also 
evolving to uphold the objectives of the IBC. There is a need  to 
augment the regulatory framework to fit the special challenges, 
which arise in managing financial stress and defaults. NCLT is 
facing a similar situation in the process of resolving existing 
cases under the IBC. The NCLT currently has eleven benches 
with sixteen judicial members and nine technical members 
among them. There is a need for opening more centers and 
courts in the metros and other major cities to dispose the 
mounting pile of cases.  

The role of the Insolvency Professional (IPs) has also been 
under the scanner. The IPs have a diversified role to play as a 
finance consultant, management professional, legal consultant, 
advisor etc. The role of the IP has evolved and is extremely 
challenging. The functions of the IPs are also supervised by the 
IBBI, being the Regulator. It is imperative to train the IPs to face 
the challenges of the profession. IPs form the backbone of the 
IBC. Their role requires a fine balancing act, given that they are 
in charge of managing the debtor company and are accountable 
to the committee of creditors and the adjudicating authority for 
their actions. 

The lack of Information Utility (IU) infrastructure is another 
challenge. Under the IBC, a CIRP can be triggered only when a 
default by the debtor company has taken place. The presence 
of IU enables a quicker initiation of cases by providing access 
to irrefutable and transparent evidence of the default. In 
absence of IUs, the IBBI is required to specify the evidence of 
default that can be used to trigger an IBC case. This can cause 
inordinate delays especially if the NCLT gets involved in 
evaluating whether a default has indeed taken place. Under the 
IBC design, IUs also facilitate the formation of the creditors’ 
committee within 14 days from the date of registration of a case. 
All information regarding the creditors’ claims needed by an IP 
to form the committee can be easily collected from the IUs.
It is therefore likely that in absence of IUs, initiating a case as 
well as forming the creditors’ committee will take far longer than 
envisaged in the IBC design. This will make it difficult to meet 
the 180-day timeline for completing the CIRP, giving rise to two 
possible outcomes. First, the delay in forming the creditors’ 
committee will reduce the time available to agree on a resolution 
plan. If the committee cannot agree on a resolution plan within 
the specified time limit, the NCLT will order the liquidation of the 
company. Secondly, the NCLT may exercise its judicial 
discretion and extend the CIRP beyond the time limit specified 
in the law.  Both these outcomes have negative consequences. 
The former creates a liquidation bias in CIRP while the latter 
compromises the fundamental design of time-bound resolution 
in the IBC.
Some of the  major legal issues causing concern are :-

�� The overriding nature, if any, of the provisions of an 
approved resolution plan.
o In terms of Section 31 of IBC, if the Adjudicating 

Authority is satisfied that the Resolution Plan as 
approved by the Committee of Creditors under Section 
30(4) of the IBC meets the requirements of Section 
30(2), the same shall be approved and the said 
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Resolution Plan shall be binding on the Corporate 
Debtor, its employees, members, creditors, guarantors 
and other stake holders. Under Section 61 of the IBC, 
the said Resolution Plan can be challenged only on 
certain limited grounds as mentioned in Section 61(3). 
It is quite interesting to note that Section 61(3) 
specifically provides that an approved Resolution Plan 
can be challenged on the premise that the said 
Resolution Plan is in contravention of the provisions of 
any law for the time being in force. The said language 
of “contravention of the provisions of any law” is of very 
wide import and can lead to a situation of anomaly, 
wherein any of the stakeholders of the Corporate 
Debtor i.e. either the shareholders, creditors, 
employees etc. can challenge the scheme on the 
premise that in absence of any specific statutory 
provision under the IBC wherein the claim or rights of 
any of the stakeholders can be diluted or reduced, any 
such treatment in the Resolution Plan would be barred 
in terms of Section 30(2) of the IBC. Section 238 of the 
IBC provides for overriding effect to be given to the 
provisions of the IBC over any other inconsistent law. 
However, in absence of any specific statutory power to 
override the provisions of any other law through a 
Resolution Plan, the future of Resolution Plans would 
be ultimately subject to the judicial interpretation 
adopted by the courts in India. 

��Applicability of Limitation Act 
o Another issue which would be of great significance in 

the initiation of proceedings under IBC pertains to the 
applicability of the Limitation Act in determining the 
existence of a claim. IBC provides for initiation of CIRP 
process in case of default being in existence. Default is 
defined u/s. 3(12) which provides for non-payment of 
the debt which has become due and payable. The said 
definition of default accordingly has to be read with the 
definition of the term “debt” as provided in Section 
3(11) of the IBC. Now if we come to the definition of the 
term “debt”, it deals with liability or obligation in respect 
of a claim which is due from the Corporate Debtor and 
includes both financial debt and operational debt. 
Claim is defined in Section 3(6) of the IBC which 
specifically states that a claim is a right to payment 
including a right to remedy for breach of contract 
therefore for any debt to be legally due and payable, 
the right of payment is an important component which 
needs to be there in existence. The object and purpose 
of the IBC clearly states that IBC is not an act for 
recovery of any money claims but is a process initiated 
for reorganization and insolvency resolution of 
corporate entities which is in interests of all 
stakeholders. The National Company Law Appellate 
Tribunal recently in the matter of Neelkanth Township 
and Constructions Pvt. Ltd. Vs. Urban Infrastructure 
Trustees Ltd., Company Appeal (AT) No.44 of 2017 
vide its order dated 11.08.2017 while specifically 
coming to a conclusion that the Limitation Act 2013 is 
not applicable to the IBC held as follows: 

“24..... If there is a debt which includes interest 
and there is default of debt and having continuous 

course of action, the argument that the claim of 
money by Respondent is barred by limitation 
cannot be accepted.”

 The Appellate Tribunal accordingly recognized the 
claim of the creditor despite the contention of the claim 
being barred by the law of limitation raised by the 
Corporate Debtor. However, the operative part of the 
said order, also uses the words “and having continuous 
course of action”, the import of which can be looked 
into by the Tribunal on a case to case basis. Thus, the 
ultimate fate of whether time barred claims can be now 
recovered under the ambit of the IBC proceedings can 
be still said to be a subject matter of judicial 
interpretation. 

�� “Dispute” in existence for the purpose of rejection of 
an application u/s. 9 by the Operational Creditor
o The existence of the dispute, if any, in the case of the 

claim of an operational creditor is of significance for the 
process to be initiated under the IBC. The Appellate 
Tribunal in the matter of Kirusa Software Pvt. Ltd. Vs. 
Mobilox Innovations Pvt. Ltd., Company Appeal (AT) 
No.6 of 2017 vide its order dated 24.05.2017 held that 
dispute under IBC will include genuine disputes as to 
repayment of debt and the scope of such disputes 
cannot be limited and confined to pending suit and 
arbitration proceedings. In case of existence of a 
dispute, the application of an operational creditor u/s. 9 
is liable to be rejected. The said order of the Appellate 
Tribunal has been challenged before the Hon’ble 
Supreme Court and is pending adjudication before the 
Hon’ble Supreme Court as on date. Therefore, till the 
time the Hon’ble Supreme Court takes a contrary view 
as to the ambit of the term “dispute”, all such disputes 
will result in rejection of an application filed u/s. 9 of the 
IBC. 

�� Scope and jurisdiction to be exercised by NCLT under 
section 60(5) of the IBC
o Section 60(5) of the IBC provides that National 

Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) shall have the 
jurisdiction to entertain or dispose of any application or 
proceeding or claim by or against the Corporate Debtor 
including any question of priorities or question of law or 
facts arising out of or in relation to insolvency resolution 
of the Corporate Debtor. The language of the said 
section is very wide as any application proceeding, 
claim, issue of priorities etc. can be adjudicated by the 
NCLT. For the purpose of exercising such powers, the 
NCLT will have to look into an assume jurisdiction 
which is ordinarily vested with a civil court. In the said 
background, the judicial interpretation in the course of 
time will actually determine and decide what all issues 
will be adjudicated and looked into by the NCLT in the 
case of a Corporate Debtor while exercising jurisdiction 
under section 60(5) of the IBC. 

Expeditious resolution of the above issues shall strengthen the 
IBC which is already at a transformational phase. It will pave 
the way for critical structural changes in the economic 
landscape. CS
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